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Sweep from side to side at arm’s length
COUNTER BRUSHES

Counter brushes are handy in many situations; for general use, our wooden counter 
brushes clear window sills or workbenches of dust and debris. Synthetic blocks are used 
where high humidity is present.

In a food preparation environment, our polypropyl-
ene counter brushes can sweep up flour and crumbs 
from countertops before washing. 

Wood block

Synthetic block

In a dry industrial environment, our wooden handle 
counter brushes can sweep countertops before dust 
has a chance to become grime.

Scrubbing and cleaning around the toilet bowl
WASHROOM ACCESSORIES

Cleaning toilets may not be the most glamourous job, but having the right tools 
means you can get in and get out fast, leaving a clean washroom behind you.
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item description pack
25 turks head (urinal) , polypropylene 10

824 twisted-in-wire, polypropylene 20

924 twisted-in-wire, natural tampico 20

1150 hydro plunger 12

item description pack
823 round bowl brush 20

816 round bowl brush caddy 10

908 acrylan hooded swab 100

906 acrylan swab 100

910 swab caddy 10

description item pack

blend of horsehair 84 10
synthetic horsehair 85

description item pack

white, food service 812 10
blue, food service 814

These brushes are best for cleaning urinals or the 
underside of the toilet rim where it is difficult to clean. 

25 824 924

823 816 908 906 910

The round toilet brush is our most popular medium/
coarse fibre scrub. The acid-resistant swabs are safer to 
use when chemicals are applied because there is no 
“flicking” action. Both styles of swabs are designed to 
release liquid quickly to minimize dripping. 
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These brushes are the best solution for cleaning 
toilet bowls without scratching vitreous china.

Hood slides 

down to help 

protect the 

user.

Designed to 

hold swabs.
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